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1. Introduction
For terminology concerning the theory of Riesz spaces not explained
below we refer to [6].
Let 2 = 2(L, M) denote the real linear space of all linear transfor-
mations from the Riesz space L into the Riesz space M. The linear
transformation T E 2(L, M) is called positive whenever T[;»°holds for
all f in the positive cone L+ of L . For T I and T 2 in 2(L, M) we write
T I < T 2 whenever T 2 - T I is positive, i.e., whenever TI! < T2f holds for all
I E L+. This relation orders 2(L, ..ill") , and it is translation invariant and
positively homogeneous. In other words, (2, -c) is a partially ordered
vector space. By 2+=2+(L, M) we shall denote the cone of all positive
linear transformations from L into 11'1. In general, we have 2=1=2+-2+.
The linear subspace 2 b = 2+ - 2+ of 2 plays a fundamental role in the
theory of Riesz spaces. In the particular case that M is the real number
system, the space 2+-2+ is usually denoted by L-, and L- is now the
Riesz space of all order bounded linear [unctionals fP on L , that is, linear
functionals fP satisfying
sup ([fP(g)l: [g[ < /) < 00
for every IE L+ (see [6], Note VI).
Returning to the more general case of linear transformations from one
Riesz space L into another Riesz space M , and assuming that M is
Dedekind complete, the space 2 b = 2+ - 2 + can be characterized as the
Riesz space of all order bounded linear transformations from L into M ,
where a linear transformation T from L into M is called order bounded
whenever T maps order bounded sets into order bounded sets. In this
case, the Riesz space 2 b with positive cone 2+ turns out to be Dedekind
complete. Every order bounded linear transformation T from L into M
can be written in a unique minimal way as the difference of two positive
linear transformations T+ and T - respectively. These are uniquely de-
termined by the conditions that
T+ ;>O, T-;>O, T=T+-T-, inf(T+, T-)=O.
1) Work on this pap er was supported in part by NSF Grant GP 23392.
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The transformations T+ and T- are called the positive and negative parts
of T respectively, and for every IE L+ we have
T+I= sup ( Tg: O<g<f),
T-I= sup (-Tg: O<g<f).
The linear transformation T++T- is denoted by ITI, and is called the
linear modulus of T. For every IE L+ we have
[TI/= sup (ITgl: Igi <f).
If, in addition, Land Mare normed Riesz spaces (that is, L is normed
and the norm satisfies IIII1 = I1III II for every I ELand III11 < Ilgll for 0 < I < g;
similarly for M), then it may be asked whether every norm bounded
linear transformation from L into M is also order bounded. We shall
indicate some conditions under which this is indeed the case. Also, we
shall discuss linear integral transformations from the point of view of
order bounded linear transformations. In particular, the linear modulus
of an order bounded linear integral transformation T will be determined.
More precisely, we shall prove that if T has the kernel T(x, Y), then ITI
has the kernel IT(x, Y)I. The proof of this fact is by no means trivial.
Examples will be presented to illustrate the theorems, and it will be
indicated how to extend the results to complex Riesz spaces.
2. Jordan decomposition lor order bounded linear transjormations
We show first that if the Riesz spaces Land M satisfy certain additional
conditions, then the positive and negative parts of any order bounded
linear transformation from L into M can also be defined according to a
method similar to that whereby the positive and negative variations of
a function of bounded variation are usually introduced.
For that purpose, we shall assume throughout the present section that
L is a Riesz space with the principal projection property (i.e., for any I E L
the band generated by I is a projection band). We recall that every
Dedekind complete space has the principal projection property, and every
Riesz space possessing the principal projection property is Archimedean,
Given IE L+, the element e E L+ is called a component (or part) of I
whenever O<e<1 and the elements e and I-e are disjoint, that is,
inf (e, I - e)= O. From the principal projection property it follows that an
element e, satisfying 0< e< I, is a component of I if and only if there
exists an element g E L+ such that e is the order projection of I on the
band generated by g.
The finite set (el, ... , en) of components of IE L+ is called an I-partition
n=n(el, ... , en) whenever the elements ei (i= 1, ... , n) are mutually disjoint
and
1=~-l ei= sup (el, ... , en).
P,,(f, T)=.4 (Tet)+'
N,,(f, T) =.4 (Tet)-,
V,,(f, T)= .4ITet/,
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The I-partition n'l=nl(el(l), .•• , em(l)) is called finer than the I-partition
n2=n2(el(2) , ... , en(2») whenever for every et(l) E nl there exists an element
ej(2) E n2 such that et (l ) < ej(2). This defines a partial ordering in the family
of all I-partitions, and it is evident that the family is directed upwards
with respect to this partial ordering.
Now, besides the Riesz space L with the principal projection property,
let there be given the Dedekind complete space M , the transformation
T E 2(L, .1 '1 ) and the I-partition n = n (el' .. ., en) of IE L+. We introduce
the sums
called the positive variation, the negative variation and the total variation
respectively of T with respect to n, It follows immediately that
V,,(f, T) =P,,(f, T) +N,,(f, T),
TI=P,,(f , T) -N,,(f, T) .
If T is order bounded, i.e., if T E 2 b(L, M), then
V,,(f , T)= .4 ITetl -c .4IT let= IT I/,
and so in this case the set of all elements V,,(f, T), for I and T fixed and
n variable, is bounded from above, which implies by the Dedekind com-
pleteness of M that sup" V,,(f, T) exists. Similarly, sup" P,,(f, T) and
sup" N,,(f , T) exist.
Before proving that these suprema are actually equal to ITI/ , T+I and
T- I respectively, we make some remarks. First of all , we recall that the
sequence (f n: n = 1, 2, ... ) in L is said to converge relatively unilormly to
tEL whenever there exists an element u E L+ such that for every e> 0
we have I/-Inl< eu for all n ;;;.no(e). The sequence ij«: n=l, 2, ... ) in L
is called order convergent to I E L whenever there exists a decreasing
sequence Un.} 0 in L+ such that I/-Inl <Un holds for all n. In an Arehi-
medean Riesz space every relatively uniformly convergent sequence is
order convergent. If the sequence (fn: n = 1, 2, ... ) has the property that
every subsequence contains a subsequence that is order convergent to I,
then it is sometimes said that In is star order convergent to I.
Assuming again that Land Mare Riesz spaces, we shall say that the
linear transformation '1' from L into M is star continuous whenever, given
any sequence (fn : n= 1,2, . .. ) in L that converges relatively uniformly
to I, the sequence (Tin : n=l , 2, ... ) is star order convergent to TI.
LEMMA 2.1. L et L and lW be Riesz spaces such that ]vI is Dedekind
complete. II the linear transjormation. T [roni L into M is order bounded,
then T is star continuous.
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PROOF. Let T be order bounded, and let In be relatively uniformly
convergent to I. Then there exists an element u E L+ such that 1/- Inl<eu
for n ;;. no(e) , so
ITI-Tlnl <;e(ITlu) for n;;.no(e),
which shows that Tin is relatively uniformly convergent to TI. Hence,
since M is Archimedean, Tin is also order convergent to TI.
We shall prove now that under a certain additional condition star
continuity of T implies order boundedness, and also that for an order
bounded linear transformation T the suprema (for variable n ) of P,,(f, T),
N ,,(f, T) and V,,(f, T) are :P+I, T-I and ITII respectively.
THEOREM 2.2. L et L have the principal projection property and let M
be Dedekind complete. Furthermore, let T E .P(L, .M).
(i) T is order bounded il and only il T is star continuous and , lor every
IE L+, the set 01 elements (P,,(/, T): n variable) is bounded [rom. above.
(ii) For T order bounded, we have
PROOF. (i) It is sufficient to show that star continuity of T , together
with the boundedness, for every IE L+, of the set (PlI(f , T) : n variable) ,
implies order boundedness of T. Hence it is sufficient to show that for
every I E L+ thc set (Tg : 0<; g<;f) is bounded from above. Hence, let
I E L+ and 0 <;g<;I. In view of Freudenthal's spectral theorem there exists
an increasing sequence (nn : n= 1,2, ... ) of I-partitions and a corresponding
sequence (sn: n = 1, 2, ... ) of nn-step elements with coefficients in [0, 1]
such that Ig- Sn I<n-1I holds for every n. From the star continuity of T
it follows that for some subsequence (Snk: k= 1,2, .. .) the sequence TSnk
is order convergent to 'J.1g, i.e. , IT g- T snkl is order convergent to zero .
Now, since snk is a finite sum ~>~i Ci with all lXt satisfying 0 <;1Xi <;1 ,
we have T snk= L lXtTet, so
It follows then from
that
so, since by hypothesis the set (P,,(f, T): in: variable) is bounded from
above and hence has a supremum, we find
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Observing now that ITg-Tsnkl is order convergent to zero, it follows
that Tg< sup" P,,(f, T). Hence, the set (Tg: O<g</) is bounded from
above, which is the desired result.
(ii) Let T be order bounded. It was established above that Tg <
< sup" P,,(f, T) holds for every g satisfying O<g<l. Hence
Conversely, since V,,(f, T) < ITI/, we have
for every I-partition n, and so
It follows that
The proof for T- I is similar, and the result for ITII follows by addition.
We insert a remark. Given the spaces Land M as above and also given
the order bounded linear transformation T and the element I EO L+, the
systems (P,,(f, T): 'Ji variable) and ((Tg)+: O<g</) both have T+I as
supremum, but the system (P,,(f, T)) is directed upwards whereas the
system ((Tg)+: O<g<f) is not. This makes it necessary to be careful when
applying a normal integral to the members of the system. We recall that
a positive normal integral cp on the Riesz space M is a positive linear
functional cp on M having the property that if (gT: i E {i}) is any upwards
directed system in M with sup gr=g, then sup {cp(gr)}=cp(g). Hence, in
the present case, if cp is a positive normal integral on M, then
but the number
sup {cp(Tg)+: O<g<f}
can be property smaller than cp(T+ I). For an example, we refer to remark
(iv) in section 4. Indeed, if cp(T+f) = sup {cp(Tg)+: O<g<f} would hold,
then formula (9) occurring in that remark would be true. It will be shown,
however, that the formula (9) is false.
We will proceed now towards an application of the preceding theorem
to the case that Land Mare normed Riesz spaces. We recall that the
Riesz space L is called a normed Riesz space if L is equipped with a norm
e such that III < [g[ in L implies e(f) < e(g). Observe that this is equivalent
to requiring that e(f)=e(lfl) for all I EL and O<I<g implies e(f)<e(g).
The normed Riesz space (L, e) is called an abstract L-epace if (L, e) is
norm complete (i.e., L is a Banach lattice) and e is additive on L+, that
is, e(f+g) =e(f) +e(g) for all I and g in L+.
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The normed Riesz space (L, e) is called norm perfect if whenever the
upwards directed set (uT: rE{r}) in L + satisfies SUPTe(UT) < oo, then
sup uT exists and satisfies e(sup uT) = sup e(uT ) . Any norm perfect Riesz
space is Dedekind complete and norm complete. Furthermore, any abstract
L-space is norm perfect. Fo r a proof of this statement , let (L, e) be an
abs tract L-space, and let (uT: r E {r}) be upwards directed in L+ with
lX = sup e(uT ) < 00.
Then there exists an increasing sequence (un: n=l , 2, ... ) in the set
(uT: r E {r}) sat isfying (I(u n ) t zx , For n>m we have
which shows that (un : n = 1, 2, .. . ) is a (I-Cauchy sequence. By the norm
completeness there exists an element U E L such that (I(u - u n) -+ O. It
follows easily that U= sup Un and (I(u) = lX = sup e(uT ) . If we show in
addition that, for any fixed r , we have U ;;;..UT , then it will follow that
U = sup UT, and the proof will be complete. Thus, take a fixed UT' and let
Un' = sup (un, uT) for n= 1,2, ....
Then U n <, Un ' for all n, the sequence (un': n = 1, 2, ... ) is increasing and
(I(un' ) t lX, so by the same arg ument as before u' = sup un' exists and
satisfies e(U')= lX. Furthermore, u n' ;;;" un for all n implies that u ' ;;;..u.
Hence, it follows from u' ;;;..u and (I(U')= lX =(I(U) that
(I(U' - u ) = (I(u ') - e(u) = 0,
so U' = u . This shows that U > U T, as desired.
A norm bounded linear transformat ion from a normed Riesz space
(L 1 , (ld into another normed Riesz space (L2, (12) need not map order
bounded sets into order bounded sets . We will pre sent an example of this
(Hilbert transform in 12) in section 4. It is true, however , that if (L2, ( 2)
is norm complete, then every norm bounded linear transformation T from
(L1, (11) into (L 2, (12) is star continuous in the sense as defined above.
For the proof, assume that In converges relatively uniformly to zero in
L 1 as n -+ 00. Then (ll(fn) -+ 0, and so Q2(T ln ) -+ O. Let (nk: k= 1, 2, ... )
be an increasing seq uence of natural numbers such that (l2(T fnk)<,2- k for
k = I , 2, ... . Then the norm completeness of (Lz, (12) implies that Vk=
= ~;;' k IT ln1l1 ex ists and satisfies (l2 (Vk )<, 2-k+l , so v» t O. Observing now
that
it is evident that Tfnk order converges to zero. This shows that T is star
continuous .
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THEOREM 2.3. Every norm bounded linear tramsjormation T [rom an
abstract Is-space (Ll, /?l) into a norm periect Riesz space (L 2 , /?2) is order
bounded.
PROOF. Note that L1 is Dedekind complete, and so L 1 has the principal
projection property, and note also that L 2 is Dedekind complete. Hence,
the preceding theorem is applicable, L1 and L 2 playing the roles of L
and M respectively. Since T is star continuous, the only thing to show
is that, for I E L+ fixed, the set of elements (P,,(f, T): at variable) is
bounded from above. To this end, observe that
Hence, the upwards directed system (P,,(f, T)) in u is norm bounded,
and so is order bounded (by the definition of a norm perfect space).
This completes the prooL
3. Oomplexification
We show how to extend the results in the preceding section to complex
Riesz spaces. Given the Riesz space L, we endow the Cartesian product
Lx L of all pairs (f, g) with I, gEL with a vector space structure in the
usual manner by defining that
(tx + if3)(f, g)= (txl - f3g , f31 +txg), tx and f3 real,
and the thus defined complex vector space is denoted by L + iL. Instead
of writing (f, g) we appropriately write I+ig. Also, if h is in L+iL and
h = I + ig with I and g in L, we write 1= Re h. By identifying I ELand
(f, 0) E L+iL, the space L is embedded in L+iL.
This complexification of a given Riesz space L is only of interest if
one can define the notion of the absolute value Ihl of an element h E L+iL,
such that for h E L the new absolute value coincides with the existing
one in L. In analogy to the case of complex numbers one would like to
define
Ihl = sup (Re (he-tO): 0 <;;;8 < 2n).
Note that if this supremum exists, then Ihl :> 0, since the elements Re (he-tO)
occur in pairs, for 8 and for 8+n, and such that
Re (he-t(8+"») = - Re (he-tO).
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In order to derive a simple condition sufficient for the existence of the
desired supremum, we first consider the complexification of the Riesz
space O(X) of all real continuous functions on a compact Hausdorff
space X. Taking the complex function h= I+ig with I, gE O(X), the
ordinary absolute value Ihl satisfies
Ihl = (/2+g2)! E O(X),
but also
Ihl = suPo Re (he- iO) = suPo (/ cos () +g sin 0),
where the supremum has to be taken in the Riesz space O(X). That the
last supremum exists and indeed is equal to the function (/2+g2)! is seen
by observing that, for every fixed x E X, the number Re (h(x)e- i O) is less
than or equal to
with equality holding for exactly one 0 (depending on x) if h(x) 0;6 0, and
equality for all () if h(x) = O. It follows, therefore, that Ihl is on X the
pointwise supremum of the functions I cos e+g sin e, and so Ihl is also
the supremum in O(X) of this set of functions.
We further observe that, by a well-known representation theorem due
to K. YOSIDA ([8]), if the Riesz space L is Archimedean and has a strong
unit e (that is, for every IE L the element III is majorized by a finite
multiple of e), then there exists a compact Hausdorff space X such that
L is Riesz isomorphic to a linear subspace of O(X). If, in addition, L is
relatively uniformly complete, then L is isomorphic to the whole of O(X).
This implies the following result.
LEMMA 3.1. II L is Archimedean and relatively unilormly complete, then
sup (/ cos e+g sin e: 0 <e< 2n)
exists in L lor all I, gEL.
PROOF. Let I and g in L be given. For every () (0 <() < 2n) we have
II cos O+g sin OJ < III + IgI,
so all elements I cos 0+g sin 0 are contained in the ideal I generated in
L by III + Igi. According to what was observed above, this ideal is Riesz
isomorphic to some O(X). Hence, denoting the images of I and gin O(X)
by rand gA respectively, the supremum
suPo (f cos 0+gA sin 0)
exists in O(X), and so by the isomorphism
supo (/ cos 0+g sin e)
exists in the ideal I, and hence in L.
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THEOREM 3.2. If Lis Archimedea n.and relatively uniformly complete, then
Ihl= sup (He (he- te): 0< () < 2n)
exists for every h = f + ig E L + iL, and we have
IfI< Ihl , Igi< [hi and Ihl < IfI+ Igi·
Furthermore, l.!chl = l.!c l·lhl for .Ii. comp lex,
IhI +h21< IhII + Ih21·
F inally, if h E.L (i .e. , i f h =Re (h)) , then Ih j coincides with the original
absolute value of h.
PROOF. Follows from the preceding lemma by observ ing that
Re (he- te)= f cos 0+g sin 8.
THEOREl\I 3.:J. (R iesz decomposition property). If L is Archimedean. and
relatiuels] uniformly complete, and i f h = f + ig E L + iL and It, /2 E L+ satis fy
Ihl </1 +/2,
then there exist clements hI and h2 in L + iL such that h =hI+h2 and Ili: I< /1,
Ih21<h
PROOF. The ideal I generated in L by It+ f2 is Riesz isomorphic to
the space C(X) of all rea l cont inuous functions on some compact Hausdorff
space X. We denote by r, q", . .. the fun ctions in C(X) corresponding
to the elements f,g, . .. in I . E vidently, (/1 + f2r= 1 on X and hA = r + iq",
Now, set hIA=hAItAand h2A=hAf2A • Then , since hIAand h2A are the images
of elements hI and h2 in I +i1, we ha ve
so hI+ h.2 = h. Furthermore, since IhI! and Ih21 have IhIAI and I~ A I as their
images , we deri ve from [hIAj<h" and Ih2AI </2Athat IhII</1 and Ih2 1 </2.
The complexification method , as explained here, is essentially the sam e
as the method used by H. P . LOTZ ([5]). In stead of assuming relatively
uniform completeness of L , he mak es the somewhat st ronger assumption
t hat L is a norm complete normed Riesz space (i.e., L is a Banach lattice).
Once more, let Land M be R iesz spaces. We assume that L is Archi-
medean and relatively uniformly complete and M satisfies the stronger
condit ion of Dedekind complete ness. Hence, the complexifications L + iL
and M + iM, as defined above, exis t . The complex linear transformation
T from L + iL into M +iM is called order bounded now if T maps order
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bounded sets into order bounded sets, where the subset A of L + iL is
called order bounded if there exists an element 10 E L+ such that Igi</0
h olds for all g E A . Exactly as for real order bounded linear transformations
from L into M; any complex order bounded linear transformation T from
L +iL into JJf + iM has a linear modulus , i.e. , ther e exi sts a smallest
p ositive linear transformation 11'1 from L into M such that 11'/ 1< 11'1
holds for alII E L+. Of course, once 11'1is defined on L , it is evident how
t o extend 11'1 from L+ iL into M + illf.
THEOREM 3.4 . Given the order bounded linear transiormaiion. T [roni
L +iL into M + iM, we define
11'1/ = sup (ITgl: Igi<f) lor every IE L+.
Then 11'1 is additive on L+ and hence, as wellknown, 11'1 can be extended
as a positive linear transjornuuion. [rom L into M. Furthermore, it is evident
Irom the definition that ITel ie then the smallest poeiii ue linear transiormation.
[rom. L into M such that 11'/1< 11'1,1/1 holds lor all IE L+iL.
PROOF. Given that Il'l l< I, we have lac- wI < I for a ll 0 in [0, 2n], so the
definition of 11'1 may also be written as
[1'1/ = sup (Re (Tg): Igi< f).
Given h, /2 E L+ and give n that Igl i< /1 and 1(J21</2, we have
so
11'1(/1 + /2):>11'1/1 + 11'112·
Conversely, if Igi« t, + /2, then by the Ri esz de composition property there
exist gl and g2 in L +iL su ch that g=gl +a2, Igli< ] : and Ig21</2. Then
so
11'1(/1 +/2) < 11'1/1 + ITlh
It follows that
11'1(h+ /2) = IT lh + IT lh
In order to prove that the formula 11'1 = sup Vn(f, T) for I E L+ can be
extended to the complex case , we need a few more properties of the com-
plexification L + iL of a Riesz space L .
LE;\GlIA 3.5. A s bejore, let the Riesz space L be Archimedean and rela-
tively uniiormls] complete, so the complexification L + iL exists.
(i) IlIandg are elements olL + iLsatisly ing 1/1 l-1l'l1(i .e., inf (II I, Igl)= O),
then I/+ al=I/I+l al .
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(ii) II h=l+ig with 1>0 and g>D, then
Ihl = sup (he- 16: D.;;;;() .;;;; tn)= sup (f cos 0+g sin 0 : D.;;;;() .;;;; t n).
(iii) II h=l +ig with l , g EL, and il h' = I/ I+ i lg l, then Ih l=lh'l .
PROOF. (i) For elements u , v, w, . . . of L +, we use t he notation u /\ v
to indicate inf (u, v), if convenient . We will also use t hat
(1) u -..L w, v -..L ui implies u /\ (v+w )= u /\ v.
Given now that III -..L Ig/, it follows immediatel y from t he definitions of
II I and Igi that
I Re (fe-10) I -..L I Re (ge-iO) I for every e,
so, SInce Ip +ql = jp l+ Iql holds for elements p and q In L satisfying
[pi -..L Iql, we have
I Re (f+g)e-iol= 1Re (fe-i8) [+ 1Re (ge- i8 )I.
It follows that
1/1/\ II +gl= 1/1 /\ (su p, I Re (f+g) e-wl) =
=supo (1/1/\ I Re (f+g) e-i°l)=supo {I/ I /\ (I Re (fe- 10) I+ 1Re (ge-iO) I))·
Now, by (1), this is equa l to
supo( II I /\ I Re (fe-iO) I) = II I /\ (sup, I Re (fe- 10) I) = 1/ 1/\ II I= II I·
Hence 1/1 /\ I/ + gl =1/1 or , in other words, 1/1.;;;; I/ +gl. Similarly, we have
Igl .;;;; I/ + gl· But then sup (lfl, Igl) .;;;; I/+g l· On acco unt of III -..L Igi we have
sup (III, Igl)= III+ Igi
so it follows that 1/1 + Igi< II + gl. Since the inverse inequality holds by
Theorem 3.2., we obtain
I/+ gl= III + Igl·
(ii) Since Ih l= sup (f cos e+ g sin 0: 0 .;;;; ii «;2n ) and since I >°and q ;» 0 ,
it is eviden t that we can restrict ourselves to 0 .;;;; 0 .;;;; tn.
(iii) Given e in [0, in], cons ider also -8, n -8 and - (n- e). For the
given e, take the element I cos 8 + g sin e in L , and take also the corre-
sponding elements for the other 8-values. We compute t he supremum Po
of t hese four elements. Taking first e and - e, we get
sup (f cos e+ g sin e, I cos e- g sin 0)=
=1cos O+(sin O){sup (g, -g)} =1 cos 0+ Igl sin e.
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Similarly, the supremum of the two remaining elements is
I cos (n - 0) + Igi sin (n - 0) = - I cos 0+ Igi sin O.
Hence
Po = sup (f cos 0+ Igi sin 0, - I cos 0+ Igi sin 0) = III cos 0 + Igi sin O.
Since, evidently, Ihl = I/+igl = sup Po, and since also
sup po= Ih'l = I1II +ilgll
by (ii), it follows that Ihl = Iht'.
The results in the last lemma might also have been obtained by using
a representation space O(X) as in Lemma 3.1, but the proofs as presented
above are perhaps of some independent interest. The result in part (iii)
will be used in the situation described in the following corollary.
COROLLARY 3.6. Let I, g, p, q E L, and let
h= I+ig= (1+-1-) +i(g+-g-),
r=p +iq= (p+-p-) +i(q+-q-)
with »i«t', v:«t. q+<,g+ and q-<,g-. Then Ir[ <, Ihl·
It will be evident what it means to say that the sequence (fn: n= 1,2, ... )
in L + iL is relatively uniformly convergent to I E L + iL, or order con-
vergent to I, or star order convergent to I. Also, the definition of star
continuity for a linear transformation from L +iL into M + iM is the
same as in the real case. It follows, exactly as in Lemma 2.1, that an
order bounded linear transformation is star continuous.
Now let L, besides being relatively uniformly complete, possess the
principal projection property, and let M (just as before) be Dedekind
complete. Given IE L+, let n=n(el, ... , en) be an I-partition. If T is a
linear transformation from L + iL into M + iM, we ean define the total
variation V,,(f, T) of T with respect to n by
Analogous to Theorem 2.2, we have the following theorem.
THEOREM 3.7. T is order bounded il and only il T is star continuous
and, lor every IE L+, the set 01 elements (V,,(f, T): ot variable) is bounded
[rom. above. In this case we have
ITI/= sup" V,,(f, T) lor every IE L+.
PROOF. If T IS order bounded, we have for any IE L+ and any 1-
partition n that
so the set (V1l(f, T)) is bounded from above.
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In the converse dir ection it is sufficient to show that star continuity
of 'P, together with the boundedness, for every I EO L+, of the set (Vn(f, 1'):
n variable) , implies order boundedness of T. Hence, it is sufficient to show
that for every IE L+ the set (iTgl: Igi <f) is bounded from above . Hence,
let IE L+ and lal <I. Let
By Freudenthal's spectral theorem, applied to each of gl +, gl-, g2""" and g2-,
there exists a sequence (nn : n = 1, 2, ... ) of I-partitions and a corresponding
sequence (sn: n = I , 2, ... ) of nn-step elements such that Ig - snl <n-1I holds
for every n . Furthermore, since the step elements Sn may be chosen such
that gl+' gl-, g2+ and g2- are approximated from below, it follows from
Corollary 3.6 that ISnl< Igi<I. Thus, if Sn = .2 {liei, we have by Lemm a
3.5 (i) that
which implies that all coefficients fJi satisfy 0< I/hl < 1. The remainder of
the proof is then very similar to the proof of Theorem 2.2, so we will
leave the details to the reader.
If (L, e) is a normed Riesz space possessing a complexifioation L +iL,
then the norm eis extended from L onto L+iL by defining that e(f) =e(l/l)
should hold for every I EL + iL. It follows then easily that Theorem 2.3
can be extended, i.e., every norm bounded linear transform ation from
an abst ract L-spl1ce (L1 + iLL, el) into a norm perfect Riesz space
(L2+ i L2, ( 2) is order bounded.
Order bounded linear transformations on real and complex Banach
lattices were also investigated by U. KRENGEL ([41). OUt' Theorem 2.3
and its complex extension correspond to Theorem 4.1 in his pap er . For
the case that both of the spaces in Theorem 2.3 are abstract L-spaces,
the th eorem is due to R V. CHACON and U. KRENGEL ([2J).
(To be continued)
